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1959

HISTORY  IN
THE   MAKING

2020

Faithful to its pasts

with a contemporary edge.



'More than a car, is

like a friend'

MINI ’S  ENERGETIC ,

INVENTIVE ,  AND  INSPIRING  SPIRIT



Anders  Warming ,  

MINI ’s  Head  of  Design  says :

Anyone who owns a MINI 

‘feels immediately younger while driving it because 

MINI goes beyond someone ’s culture , gender or age ’ .



MINI is welcome

everywhere .



MINI  HAS
SOME  BIG
BARRIERS

WITHIN  THE
MEXICAN
MARKET



1.

MINI  is  not  considered  a
priority  product .

2002-2020 : Sold over 30 ,000 units

Mexican Market : 130 million

habitants . 

Target audience : 1 .7%
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For the 1 .7%

of the

population ,

getting a MINI is

not considered a

necessity good ,

therefore ,

as said before , 

is not considered

a priority product

at all .

BIG BARRIER

WARNING



2.

The  cost  reduction
and  cost  containment

policies .

The

cost reduction and cost

containment policies from

everybody due

to the 2020 pandemic .
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Economic  Measures .

Everybody is taking their own economic measures under

the already stated prediction of an economic collapse .



According to the Washington Post ,  economists are predicting an economic collapse 

in Mexico worse than the ‘tequila crisis ’ of the 1990 ’s



“MEXICO IS LIKE SOMEONE WHO 

WAS ABOUT TO FALL DOWN THE STAIRS, 

AND THEN CORONAVIRUS CAME AND PUSHED HIM. 

HE WAS GOING TO FALL ANYWAY. BUT NOW 

HE’S GOING TO FALL FARTHER AND FASTER”

-

Valeria Moy

Economist at the Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de Mexico .





CONVINCE

MINI’S  TARGET

AUDIENCE  TO  ‘JUMP’

THE  BARRIER  

OF  WITHHOLDING

THEMSELVES  

OF  MAKING

‘UNNECESSARY

EXPENSES’ 

AND  BUY  A  MINI.

THE CHALLENGE



HOW  

DO  WE  

DO  THAT?

OVERCOME THE CHALLENGE



By focusing

on the Most Valuable

Consumer and

attracting more of

them .

Most Valuable

Consumer:

?



POTENTIAL CLIENT?



THE CLIENT THAT I ALREADY  HAVE

MOST  VALUABLE  CONSUMER



MOST VALUABLE

CONSUMER
LOYAL  CONSUMER
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Enhancement of MINIs relationship with its clients ,

generating ‘status ’ on them encouraging them to go

from customer loyalty to brand loyalty .



POTENTIAL  MORAL  DISPUTE

WHEN  LAUNCHING  A  CAMPAIGN

COVID-19
2020

Launching a campaign of this exclusive

automobile could be taken during these times

as a negative, insensitive decision-making.



Moral  Dilemma

These are times were thousands of people are

dying from health issues and launching a campaign of

any exclusive automobile could

be taken as a negative , insensitive decision-making .



POSITIVE MOUTH-TO-MOUTH

ADVERTISING



MOST VALUABLE

CONSUMER
CONSUMER  LOYALTY  SOON  TO  BE
BRAND  LOYALTY
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'LIKE KILLING 

TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE ' .



BMW'S CLIENT
SECOND  

MOST  VALUABLE  CONSUMER



Turning the

cousin brand ’s

client that

belongs to

 ‘level 1 ’ , into a

MINI ’s client

‘level 2 ’ , could be

another goal

to consider .



For  example :

BMW Series 1 : $635 ,000 MXN

+ $51 ,000 MXN

= MINI Cooper Clubman S Hot Chili Automatic !



Owning a 

MINI COOPER

IS  MORE

EXCLUSIVE

AND  AUTHENTIC ’



HOW  CAN
MINI  ATTRACT  MORE
LOYAL, VALUABLE

CUSTOMERS
IMPROVING  ITS

POSITION  IN  A  VERY
COMPETITIVE

ENVIRONMENT?

THE CHALLENGE



DATABASE AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

UTILISING ATTRACTIVE VISUALS.

HOW  TO  ATTRACT  

MORE  LOYAL  CUSTOMERS



Once upon a time vs.

Today
printed  publicity  vs .  digital  publicity

Today is more effective to send an email to a person

that has already shown interest in your product that

knocking on its door and delivering a nice , 

well-designed , informatic paper .
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Digital Media

allows

information to

travel in a faster ,

lighter and

versatile way

from one

destination

to the other .



Proper   use  of  

DATABASE

The first Digital Media Strategy to improve

MINI’s position in the digital world.



- Storing data and

providing tools to search

for specific records in a

given set of data .

- Staying in contact .



how do you create your

database?





ASKING  PERSONALLY

Asking the clients

for their emails whenever they go to the

physical store asking for information

about any specific car

LEADS

Those contacts who

have left the brand their data through one

of their landing pages on their

website in exchange for content of their

interest.
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Send its clients

newsletters on a regular basis about future

car launches or special offers

about getting a brand-new car.

HELP  MINI  TO

Create brand presence.
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Through these

newsletters, the use of personalised

marketing will be another key action to

develop.

Special occasions congratulations:

- Holidays

- Birthdays

-  Car purchase anniversary

ALSO
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Another way to

positioning the brand:



Use  of  

SOCIAL
MEDIA

MARKETING.

Social media allows a faster, easier 

type of communication.



SOCIAL MEDIA

MARKETING

BRAND LOYALTY



Celebrity Marketing

Influencer  campaign  throughout  Instagram .

Promoting the MINILifestyle collection such as its

fashion line , bags & luggage and accessories ,

all of this through celebrity branding/endorsement of

the product .
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If someone who

already

has a MINI

COOPER sees

someone famous

wearing MINI

products , the

chance of

increasing

his/her desire of

wanting the

merchandise is

higher .



Another  way  of  improving
its  position

ONE-ON-ONE
CONTACT

Online agent through

the website for a faster communication process



Include 

an option to

speak with an

online agent

through the

website for a

faster

communication

process in order

to retain the

user ’s

information .





Another  way  of  improving
its  position

VIDEO
MARKETING

Videos detailing

all the positive aspects of driving a MINI and,

owning a MINI.



ONE-ON-ONE

WhatsApp  or  Email

Should send a couple of videos

detailing

all the positive aspects of driving a

MINI and , owning a MINI .

-

AD video of the car .
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What if it can be displayed in music streaming

platforms such as Youtube Music and Spotify?



These

are vague ideas

of all the endless

possibilities MINI

can do to

position itself

above its

competitors

which in this

case would be

FIAT ,

VOLKSWAGEN

AND FORD .



IMPROVE MINI'S POSITION IN

THE DIGITAL WORLD

SOCIAL  MEDIA

Celebrity Marketing

Campaign to promote 

MINI Lifestyle collection .

ONLINE  AGENT

Answering user 's questions 

 in a efficient way .

LEADS

Creating a database .

VIDEO

MARKETING

Engaging the potential

costumer with a full 

audio-visual experience .



THANK  YOU

MINI ANALYSIS


